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• Here it is again. My toy church. At least my toy represents what 
many have taught is the nature of the church.  

• In this way of thinking, the church is a preexisting shape with 
preexisting ways to get in. Humans come knocking on the door 
asking to enter the church. In order to be allowed into any given 
church clubhouse and to join the club, they are then expected to 
conform to the predetermined shape of the church and its 
predetermined doorways in. 

• In other words, the church is shaped by some preconceived, 
customary pattern and people are then shaped to fit the church. 

• In our time of, “I am the center of the universe,” when so many are 
seeking a religious experience to fill an empty spot in their life, those 
who pre-shape churches have learned to shape them to provide an 
extraordinary religious experience. It could be either a very hip and 
relevant experience or a very ceremonial ritualistic experience. 

• In both cases, the idea of church is something predetermined in form 
that gives me something when I conform to it. AND, in my culture 
there are so many churches, I can shop until I find one whose 
membership-shape appeals to my need for extraordinary religious 
experiences that negate the ordinariness of my life. 

• This understanding of a pre-shaped church rather than a church that 
has a living shape based upon the living shape of the people of a 
community is a deeply held paradigm for many of us. We don’t 
often consciously think about thinking about church this way but we 
often do think about church this way. This creates our expectations 
and metrics for what a good church ought to be and do for us. 

• We have seen this toy and talked about this difference in viewing the 
church many times over the years yet some of us just can’t see it any 
other way. That produced one risk I took with last week’s sermon. 
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• If you were here, you may remember I spent half the sermon talking 
about not being prescriptive in my applications to sermons. I put it in 
terms of not walking close to a line and told you I would walk closer 
to that line if not actually tread upon it in that sermon. 

• As I always do, I feared any prescriptive sounding application of any 
text might raise again the church model that is so deep within some 
of us. “Raleigh is saying the church must be shaped just like this and 
all of us must be in that club to fit or we must join another club.” 

• I told you that without any prophetic word from the Lord and 
without any supernatural vision to back up my conclusions—just  
many years studying the Word of God, being part of churches and 
experiencing life in a places where people were other than me in 
many ways, that I have come to believe God has given us a special 
opportunity as a church to engage people on a sort of mission field 
here inside Coperni 3.  

• I told you I don’t believe this is necessarily our “forever home” but 
that it is a very special home with very special opportunities 
presenting unique invitations in the life of FBC as a church. 

• I feared those ideas would be walking close to the line so that some 
might see it as the new prescriptive shape of FBC for the days ahead. 

• Some of the responses I got validated my fear. In general, they were 
along the lines of, “Raleigh, I have my own ministry, I don’t have the 
time and the inclination to minister in Coperni 3 as you are telling me 
I should or even must do as part of FBC!”  

• For those of you who had that feeling and didn’t talk to me, please 
let me reiterate, I do not desire to force the shape of this living body 
to some predetermined program sent down from the human 
leadership on high. I desire to tell you what I see and expect you will 
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then allow the Word and the Spirit to guide you in your response to 
what I see as the opportunity and the invitation. 

• One of the reasons I pray for workers for the harvest I see in Coperni 
3 is that you may be busy in another harvest field that is just as 
validly a part of FBC as any field I might point out. 

• However, I still hold we have been given an opportunity and an 
invitation by being allowed slightly inside, not just inside a building, 
but inside many lives that are different than most of our lives. That 
doesn’t happen often in A-MUR-ica’s more secularized culture today. 

• I’ll put my toy church away again and go back to the text of 1 Peter 
where we have God’s Word trying to tell us the nature of Jesus’ 
church and mission in a world that needs God’s redemption by grace 
through faith in Jesus Christ. 

• We’ve been thinking about Peter’s imagery of the church as a 
Temple that displays God in his glory not made to a pattern of 
brilliant, human design out of preordered, precut stones that all 
come from the same spot in the same quarry and are all mostly alike.  

• I have taught that it is not necessarily the love we have for one 
another, who are easier to love because they are so much like us, 
that is the love of which Jesus speaks when he tells us how the world 
will see God’s glory through his church. 

• Rather, it is the love Jesus sees us humbly and sacrificially offer to 
those not like us. The examples of ethnic and racial Jew/Gentile, 
rich/poor—even slave/freeman differences spoken off throughout 
the NT epistles are not just cultural decorations for the theology of 
the letters. They are a main point of some of the letters! 

• Loving those who are different—those who are the other to us who 
are much alike—is how the world can see something miraculous. 
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• Even Jesus said loving someone who loves you—and we find we 
often more easily gravitate toward loving those more like us—loving 
someone like us is something even pagan, unbelievers tend to do. 

• Forming community around people like us and people who like the 
same things we like and do the same things we do and live the same 
way we live is not all that special or miraculous in this world. It is 
natural to do so. We call it “friendship.” The world experiences 
natural “friendship” without the supernatural power of God making 
it happen for his glory. We can create friendships on our own. 

• However, we cannot create true biblical community and sustain it on 
our own because, according to Jesus, true biblical community can 
involve loving people so unlike us they might actually be what the 
world would see as our “enemies” rather than our natural friends. 

•  The human boxed-design for the church is so naturally isolating, 
even in our little city, that an opportunity to move out of our 
comfort to be in community with others not like us in the ways we 
see those divides today is rare indeed! 

• Peter says we are part of a temple of living stones. We won’t all be 
alike but our shared purpose and the supernatural glue of the Spirit’s 
true “koinonia,” not just natural affinity, will connect us together for 
a purpose of glorifying God in this dark world. 

• If we look at Peter’s words about the living stones making a living 
temple to display the glory of God found in 1 Peter 2, we find out 
that we are also a “spiritual house” rather than a physical house that  
our Glorious God indwells. 

• We are also a “holy priesthood” offering spiritual rather than physical 
sacrifices (a la Paul in Romans 12:1-2—“…present your bodies—your 
earth suits by which you live in this world—as living sacrifices) 
connected with this living rather than physical temple. 
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• As we have seen, Peter recognized that unbelievers—the world—
might not see us for what we are—God’s living temple and priests 
offering living sacrifices. They might rather see us as rejects—stones 
that don’t fit and don’t measure up in this world. 

• Peter says, that’s OK. They saw Jesus that way as well. He was the 
capstone and the cornerstone but they tossed him in the rejected-
stone pile. They found, even though they tossed him out of their 
own autonomous life-building projects, Jesus still kept popping up in 
ways that tripped them up. The cornerstone and capstone for our 
living temple project became a tripping stone in their project. 

• That is because they had heard what God said and disobeyed it by 
not believing. Jesus will always be a stumbling block—an obstacle to 
their life-building project for those who have said “no” to God. 

• But, Jesus is no stumbling block—no obstacle to Peter’s original 
believing readers, nor to us. Look at the contrast with the rejecting 
stumblers beginning in verse 9 o chapter 2. READ 1 Peter 2:9-10 

• Peter has returned to his original description for those who have 
believed in Jesus for everlasting life and have been re-born—re-
animated to their original purpose of imaging God. 

• We are “a chosen people.” Remember, we said, as Israel was chosen 
to be the people who would carry out God’s redemptive mission. We 
now have been chosen to do so under different circumstances as the 
church of Jesus aligned as living stones to his cornerstone shape and 
capped off by his capstone perfection. 

• Peter is not saying we were chosen for heaven. No, we were chosen 
for a mission. Some have mistakenly turned that mission into one by 
which we will experience all the wealth, comfort, power and prestige 
this world has to offer but this choosing is to quite the opposite of 
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that. Like Israel—like Jesus—we were chosen to humbly and 
sacrificially suffer for now leading to glory later. 

• We were chosen to present ourselves as “living sacrifices” living-yet 
dying to self in order for the glory of God to be seen in the world. 
Much of the rest of what Peter has to say in his letter, from here on 
out, has to do with the living as sacrifices of humility and suffering 
for Christ. 

• God’s design for this choosing makes us not only a “holy priesthood” 
as Peter called us back in verse 5 but also “a royal priesthood.”   

• We are a priesthood that is in the lineage of the king—King Jesus. 
Again, being princelings and princesses misleads some to conclude 
that we ought to be treated by others as royalty now in this world. 
We ought to expect a life of royal living from God—in fact we ought 
to demand it from God because he has promised it to us right here 
and in other places in Scripture. 

• Was Jesus royalty? Putting aside all the intricacies of dispensational 
differences, was Jesus of the royal line? Of course. Did he have a 
palace? Did he have a beautiful chariot with powerful horses? Did he 
command great armies (“he could have called 10,000 angels aside”)? 
Did he have royal robes and a royal kingly crown? 

• The Bible said this Royal man had no house in which to rest. He rode 
a young donkey in his parade into Jerusalem. His human army was 
mainly some confused disciples and the poor and broken of the 
world. His robe was a mocking robe and his crown a crown of thorns. 

• BUT! BUT! BUT! In light of his obedient, sacrifice of humility—even 
to the point of dying on a cross—God has highly exalted this King 
and given him the name that is above every name that at the name 
of this king absolutely every creature of Creation will one day bow. 
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• Not today but in God’s time. For this royal line of priests of which we 
are part, lived with the purpose of God, it will be a cross in this life 
before a crown in the next. 

• As the living temple of a living-sacrificing—humbly suffering royal 
priesthood we are also, together, a “holy nation.” 

• Again, Israel was to be a “holy nation”—that is a large group of 
people bound together as one. They were to be bound together as a 
nation set aside to God for his purposes alone. Instead, they cheated 
on God for life. God pulls no punches in his description of this 
cheating as chasing after other women—even after prostitutes. 

• The church is to be the faithful nation of God. It does not exist for 
any other Lord even if it seems like there might be a power in this 
world that can help us get the job done more efficiently with less 
sacrifice. This is another reason we need to know God’s Word so well 
as a church that we won’t have an accidental affair with something 
in the world.  

• This living-temple—sacrificing-priesthood—faithful nation—that is 
the church is also a “belonging people” with most, translations, like 
the NIV, adding “a belonging to God people.” The word for “people” 
is “laos” and that is important because it speaks of a collective of 
people—people who belong together—people who are one people.  

• This is, of course, a single people of God, joined across all earthly 
differences that no longer define our club as people like us. 

• This is the no more Jew/Gentile—rich/poor—slave/free—even 
man/woman matter. It doesn’t mean these distinctions are not there 
in the world. It doesn’t do away with all differences of roles and 
circumstances. It means these earthly realities are not what defines 
God’s people. What defines us all as one people, as different as we 
may be, is that we all belong to God by the same work of Jesus. 
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• Peter says that this living temple of a sacrificing kingly priesthood 
that makes up a new nation set apart for God’s purpose in the earth 
and makes a unified, ONE people of every tribe, tongue, nation, 
gender, color, status etc.--this CHURCH has been called TOGETHER 
out of existing blindly in the darkness of the fallen world and its 
divisions into the LIGHT—the WONDERFUL LIGHT of God—his 
truth—reality—true purpose—REAL LIFE!! 

• And, we were not called out of the darkness—the lies into the light—
the truth only for our individual benefit such as going to heaven 
rather than hell when we die. We were called into the wonderful 
light so that we could, as Peter puts it here, “declare the praises of 
Him who called (us) out.”  

• I’m certain that that “declaring” includes us singing praise songs to 
each other inside our borrowed “clubhouse” this morning However, 
God has Peter thinking of this declaration in broader terms than 
singing songs on a Sunday. 

• God has Peter thinking about how WE… as His living temple—and 
sacrificing, kingly priesthood—that also make up God’s set-apart-  
for-a-purpose nation—made up of ONE, unified people in spite of all 
manner of worldly-defined differences that used to separate us into 
clubs of people like us now set aside—we as ONE miraculous church 
will somehow “declare the praiseworthiness of God to the world.”  

• We probably won’t do this by singing praise choruses even in big 
flash mobs or by writing praise songs hoping they will be number #1 
hits on the streaming services or more old fashioned—radio. 

• No, but there is a way we can do this. Lord willing we will look at it 
together next week. However, if you have a Bible you can cheat and 
look ahead. 
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• Before Peter tells “how” he says “why” in verse 10. The “why” we 
can now do this praising also gives us a sense of what the world 
needs to hear from us as our testimony. Again… 

• READ 1 PETER 2:10 
• “Hey folks out there in that dark world! Once we too were in a big 

mess like you. Once we too were like you trying to make life work on 
our own. We too were trying to create purpose for living that made a 
real difference when we woke up in the morning. We too were scared 
to death and about death even though we tried to hide it and 
eventually found ways to try to hide it even from our self.” 

• BUT, In our distress, we found “mercy” from God through faith in 
Jesus Christ alone. We didn’t earn it. It was a gracious gift from God 
simply because we believed what he said about Jesus was the truth. 

• We didn’t used to be ONE united people—all of us different humans 
who would more naturally shun each other for our own clubs of 
people like us. But, when we received God’s mercy, through Jesus 
Christ, that was what mattered and we became ONE people 
belonging to God. 

• That now defines us all—or at least it should. Much of the church’s 
history we ONE people have missed that reality of ONE-ness that 
God’s undeserved mercy produced. That truth went missing early. 
There was a church in Corinth that never seemed to get the idea 
from the beginning. The idea of all being part of ONE body didn’t fit 
their paradigm so they tossed it for the individual benefits of 
Christianity and God made them sick and even die. 

• So sometimes, when the church missed this truth, we just made 
many separate clubs for like-people to join. Then, we built many 
Clubhouses. “1st Clubhouse of COS.” “2nd Clubhouse of COS.” Not 
many “3rd Clubhouses of anywhere.” That usually called for a new 
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name. When we didn’t like one club we could always shop for 
another. If we couldn’t find one we liked like us, we Western 
cultured individualists and that includes we A–MUR-icans, just built 
another like we wanted it to be. 

• Sometimes the motives for building more clubs was Godly. Very 
often it was not. I am glad when Christ was preached either way. 

• Through the centuries, we even formed bigger clubs of other clubs 
more like us joining together. That seemed like a move in the right 
direction but often what bound us together again was the fact that 
we were more alike and could be easier friends. We called them 
names such as Baptists and Presbyterians and Methodists and Non- 
denominationalists—names like that.  

• Sometimes when our TOGETHER-as-ONE people voice, as Peter 
describes, could no longer be heard declaring the praises of God 
based on his mercy toward us because of the unintelligible din of all 
the voices proclaiming their club to be the right club and the best 
club—sometimes when the praises from the light were not reaching 
the darkness because we were occupied building clubhouses—
sometimes groups of brave men and women said… “Here am I, send 
me into the darkness to shout, LORD!” 

• When these brave souls went, and shouted out his praises based on 
his mercy, sometimes we gave them money so they could go on our 
behalf. But, sometimes we also forgot we too were supposed to be 
ONE shouting force for the praise of God where we are. 

• What is the church of Jesus in COS declaring into the darkness 
today? What is FBC declaring into the darkness? Have we stopped 
and asked this question clearly enough? Or, are we moved along by 
our assumed church paradigms? Sometimes we are stuck. It is 
almost never easy, comfortable, simple or fun to get unstuck. 


